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The Critical Reception of Shakespeare's Antony
and Cleopatra from 1607 to 1905 1980-01-01 first
published in 2002 routledge is an imprint of taylor
francis an informa company
Shakespeare and the Classical Tradition 2002 in this
book stone effects a return to gender after many years
of neglect by twenty first century critics via a
methodology of close reading that foregrounds
moments of sexual decentering and disequilibrium
within the text and in the interstices of the dialogue
between shakespeare and his critics issues addressed
range from the cross dressing of viola and imogen to
the cross gartering of malvolio the sound of un and
the uncanny lyric narcissism of richard ii hamlet s
misogyny androgyny and the poison of marital
political union othello s fears of impotence rumors of
antony s emasculation versus the militant yet
nurturing triumphalism of cleopatra s suicide and
posthumus s hysterical reaction to the woman s part
in himself and his compensatory fantasies of
parthenogenesis stone unpacks ideologically powerful
but unsustainable male claims to self identity and
sameness set over against man s type gendering of
women as the origin of divisive sexual difference
discord and the dissolution of marriage men who
blame women for the difference that divides and
weakens their sense of unity and sameness to oneself
are unconscious that the uncanny feminine is not
outside the masculine its reassuring canny opposite it
is inside the masculine its uncanny difference from
itself
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アントニー・ゴームリー展 1996 アントニーはすぐれた武将であり 勇敢で偉大な人間であったが
クレオパトラに恋していた 恋に酔いしれたアントニーは公事を忘れ ローマに残した妻を忘れて日を過
ごす 彼に対する非難の声は高まるばかり 妻ファルヴィアの死の報にもエジプトをはなれない彼は 完
全に武将としての生活をすてて 恋のとりこになり終わってしまったかのようにみえた
Crossing Gender in Shakespeare 2010-02-25 draws
upon both medical and literary research to show the
preoccupation of shakespeare and his contemporaries
with drugs and poisons in their dramas
アントニーとクレオパトラ 2005 the new cambridge shakespeare
appeals to students worldwide for its up to date
scholarship and emphasis on performance the series
features line by line commentaries and textual notes
on the plays and poems introductions are regularly
refreshed with accounts of new critical stage and
screen interpretations for this second edition of
antony and cleopatra david bevington has included in
his introductory section a thorough consideration of
recent critical and stage interpretations
demonstrating how the theatrical design and
imagination of this play make it one of shakespeare s
most remarkable tragedies the edition is attentive
throughout to the play as theatre a detailed illustrated
account of the stage history is followed in the
commentary by discussion of staging options offered
by the text the commentary is especially full and
helpful untangling many obscure words and phrases
illuminating sexual puns and alerting the reader to
shakespeare s shaping of his source material in
plutarch s lives
Drugs and Theater in Early Modern England
2005-07-04 first published in 2002 this is a collection
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of essays and commentary on the later shakespearian
tragedies of julius caesar hamlet macbeth coriolanus
anthony and cleopatra and richard ii
Antony and Cleopatra 1892 why shakespeare it s
been 400 years since his death and yet we continue to
find inspiration revelation solace and entertainment in
his poems and plays in this original collection
susannah carson invites 38 actors directors scholars
and writers to share their own personal connections
with shakespeare and explore how he came to shape
our world so completely along the way we reminisce
on a childhood spent constructing makeshift
matchstick theatres with isabel allende grapple with
coriolanus for a modern audience alongside ralph
fiennes hear from james earl jones on reclaiming
othello as a tragic hero share in julie taymor s
transformation of prospero into prospera join sir ben
kingsley on his mission to keep shakespeare s ideas
alive for all generations through performance and
muse with brian cox on social conflict in shakespeare
s time and in ours together they offer fresh insight
into shakespeare s work as a living legacy to be read
seen performed adapted revised wrestled with and
loved
A Select Library of Nicene and Post-Nicene
Fathers of the Christian Church: St. Athanasius:
Select works and letters. 1892 1892 explores the
significance of dreams in early christian egypt using
sources from philo and origen to athanasius and early
monks
A Select Library of Nicene and Post-Nicene
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Fathers of the Christian Church 2013-10-08
employing psychoanalysis trauma theory and
materialist perspectives this book examines
shakespeare s appropriations of ovid s poetry in his
roman poems and plays it argues that shakespeare
uses ovid to explore violence trauma and virtus the
traumatic effects of aggression sadomasochism and
the shifting notions of selfhood and masculinity
The Imperial Theme 2014-04-03 about the book in
this book mr p d deshpande shows how the
protagonists of shakespeare s tragedies ultimately fall
prey to the crooked eclipses of a rapidly moving chain
of events which are mostly brought upon by their own
actions guided by the peculiar complexity of their
mind and their absurdities at the same time he shows
how the greatness sublimity and also imperfection of
human life shines through the characters like hamlet
king lear macbeth othello etc about the author mr p d
deshpande is a renowned writer and poet in marathi
language he has 16 sixteen published books to his
credit which have been appreciated by the common
readers as well as critics he has devoted almost all his
life to bring the works of william shakespeare in
marathi language for the common readers and that
has made him to translate in free verse form all the
sonnets of shakespeare and his plays like the tempest
hamlet coriolanus macbeth etc in marathi language he
has also written many articles about shakespeare s
life and plays in renowned periodicals his magnum
opus is a novel about shakespeare s life in two
volumes written after meticulous research
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Shakespeare and Me 2019-04-25 who during the
renaissance could have dissented from the values of
reason and restraint patience and humility rejection of
the worldly and the physical these widely articulated
values were part of the inherited christian tradition
and were reinforced by key elements in the
renaissance especially the revival of stoicism and
platonism this book is devoted to those who did
dissent from them richard strier reveals that many
long recognized major texts did question the most
traditional values and uncovers a renaissance far
more bumptious and affirmative than much recent
scholarship has allowed the unrepentant renaissance
counters the prevalent view of the period as
dominated by the regulation of bodies and passions
aiming to reclaim the renaissance as an era happily
churning with surprising worldly and self assertive
energies reviving the perspective of jacob burckhardt
and nietzsche strier provides fresh and uninhibited
readings of texts by petrarch more shakespeare
ignatius loyola montaigne descartes and milton strier
s lively argument will stir debate throughout the field
of renaissance studies
Dreams, Virtue and Divine Knowledge in Early
Christian Egypt 2014-07-08 generosity is an
ambiguous quality william flesch observes while
receiving gifts is pleasant gift giving both displays the
wealth and strength of the giver and places the
receiver under an obligation in provocative new
readings of shakespeare herbert and milton flesch
illuminates the personal authority that is bound
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inextricably with acts of generosity drawing on the
work of such theorists as mauss blanchot bourdieu
wittgenstein bloom cavell and greenblatt flesch
maintains that the literary power of shakespeare
herbert and milton is at its most intense when they
are exploring the limits of generosity he considers
how in herbert s temple divine assurance of the
possibility of redemption is put into question and how
the poet approaches such a gift with the ambivalence
of a beneficiary in his readings of shakespeare s
richard ii henry iv king lear antony and cleopatra and
the sonnets flesch examines the perspective of the
benefactor including shakespeare himself who
confronts the decline of his capacity to give turning to
milton s paradise lost flesch identifies two opposing
ways of understanding generosity satan s on the one
hand and adam and eve s on the other and elaborates
the different conceptions of poetry to which these
understandings give rise scholars of shakespeare and
of renaissance culture miltonists literary theorists and
others interested in the relationship between
philosophy and literature will want to read this
insightful and challenging book
Violence, Trauma, and Virtus in Shakespeare's
Roman Poems and Plays 2022-09-02 offering fuller
understandings of both dramatic representations and
the complexities of religious culture this collection
reveals the ways in which religion and performance
were inextricably linked in early modern england its
readings extend beyond the interpretation of
straightforward religious allusions and suggest new
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avenues for theorizing the dynamic relationship
between religious representations and dramatic ones
by addressing the particular ways in which
commercial drama adapted the sensory aspects of
religious experience to its own symbolic systems the
volume enacts a methodological shift towards a more
nuanced semiotics of theatrical performance covering
plays by a wide range of dramatists including
shakespeare individual essays explore the material
conditions of performance the intricate resonances
between dramatic performance and religious
ceremonies and the multiple valences of religious
references in early modern plays additionally religion
and drama in early modern england reveals the
theater s broad interpretation of post reformation
christian practice as well as its engagement with the
religions of islam judaism and paganism
Crooked Eclipses - Shakespeare's Tragedies
2011-09-01 will love examines four of shakespeare s
love plays romeo and juliet troilus and cressida
twelfth night and antony and cleopatra in light of the
augustinian psychology at the heart of the theological
romance tradition this tradition which shakespeare
inherits from medieval theologian poets such as
boethius dante petrarch and chaucer issues from the
idea initially expressed by augustine in his confessions
that love functions as volitional weight as a kind of
magnetism or almost gravitational force that it moves
the lover in mysterious ways yet without diminishing
his or her agency will love highlights shakespeare s
conception of love in terms of motion and explores the
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metaphysical ethical psychological and dramatic
implications of his doing so
The Unrepentant Renaissance 2018-10-18 greco
roman religions and superstitions and early
christianity s engagement with them are explored in
12 unique studies the beliefs and fears with regard to
demons or daimons their origins and threatening
behavior are examined both in their pagan and judaeo
christian contexts these new studies look at the greco
roman heroic gods how they faced death and how
james and john the sons of thunder may well have
been viewed in some circles as the equivalent of the
sons of zeus castor and pollux the contributors also
explore roman omens especially as they relate to rome
s legendary founder romulus and what light they shed
on the omens that accompany the birth and death of
jesus of nazareth particular focus is placed upon paul
binding spells women and hymns of exaltation along
with atheism in late antiquity with special
consideration of the charlatan alexander finally there
is a re visitation of the confusion misinformation and
legends surrounding the discovery of the qumran
caves including fear of jinn this book provides
invaluable resources for precisely how early christians
interacted with different ideas and traditions around
gods and spirits both benevolent and malevolent in
the greco roman world
Generosity and the Limits of Authority 2016-04-08
first published in 2002 this is volume ii of the
collected works of g wilson knight and this revised
looks at the shakespearian tempest and includes a
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chart of shakespeare s dramatic universe
NPNF2-04. Athanasius: Select Works and Letters
2023-03-10 french composer maurice ravel was
described by critics as a magician conjurer and
illusionist scholars have been aware of this historical
curiosity but none so far have explained why ravel
attracted such critiques or what they might tell us
about how to interpret his music magician of sound
examines ravel s music through the lens of illusory
experience considering how timbre orchestral effects
figure ground relationships and impressions of motion
and stasis might be experienced as if they were
conjuring tricks applying concepts from music theory
psychology philosophy and the history of magic jessie
fillerup develops an approach to musical illusion that
newly illuminates ravel s fascination with machines
and creates compelling links between his music and
other forms of aesthetic illusion from painting and
poetry to fiction and phantasmagoria fillerup analyzes
scenes of enchantment and illusory effects in ravel s
most popular works including boléro la valse daphnis
et chloé and rapsodie espagnole relating his methods
and musical effects to the practice of theatrical
conjurers drawing on a rich well of primary sources
magician of sound provides a new interdisciplinary
framework for interpreting this enigmatic composer
linking magic and music
Religion and Drama in Early Modern England
2022-02-24 in the fourth century the deserts of egypt
became the nerve center of a radical new movement
what we now call monasticism groups of christians
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from illiterate peasants to learned intellectuals moved
out to the wastelands beyond the nile valley and in the
famous words of saint athanasius made the desert a
city in so doing they captured the imagination of the
ancient world they forged techniques of prayer and
asceticism of discipleship and spiritual direction that
have remained central to christianity ever since
seeking to map the soul s long journey to god and plot
out the subtle vagaries of the human heart they
created and inspired texts that became classics of
western spirituality these desert christians were also
brilliant storytellers some of christianity s finest this
book introduces the literature of early monasticism it
examines all the best known works including
athanasius life of antony the lives of pachomius and
the so called sayings of the desert fathers later
chapters focus on two pioneers of monastic theology
evagrius ponticus the first great theoretician of
christian mysticism and john cassian who brought
egyptian monasticism to the latin west along the way
readers are introduced to path breaking discoveries to
new texts and recent archeological finds that have
revolutionized contemporary scholarship on monastic
origins included are fascinating snippets from papyri
and from little known coptic syriac and ethiopic texts
interspersed in each chapter are illustrations maps
and diagrams that help readers sort through the key
texts and the richly textured world of early
monasticism geared to a wide audience and written in
clear jargon free prose desert christians offers the
most comprehensive and accessible introduction to
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early monasticism
Will & Love 2014-05-12 in teaching particulars
helaine smith engages her students grammar school
through twelfth grade and any avid reader in the
questions that great literature evokes included are
chapters on homer and genesis plays by sophocles
shakespeare and beckett poems by jonson donne
coleridge browning hopkins yeats bishop hecht dove
and lowell essays by baldwin lamb and white and
fiction by flannery o connor dickens joyce poe tolstoy
mann and kafka whether helaine smith is talking to
young or older students she shows how any devoted
reader can uncover all sorts of subtle beauty and
meaning by reading closely and by assuming that
virtually every word and phrase of a great text is
deliberate the question and answer form of these
jargon free dialogues creates the feeling of a vibrant
classroom where learning and delight are the
watchwords after her forty years of teaching smith s
keen understanding of the literary canon makes her
the perfect candidate to write this humorous and
insightful book foreword reviews teaching particulars
is an exemplary series of literary conversations by a
master teacher on a great variety of important life
shaping books the guidance is unfailingly humane the
essays thoughtfully presented by someone who cares
as much for the written word as she does about her
classroom and her subject matter her commentary on
hecht s rites and ceremonies the poet s complex
response to eliot s the waste land ranks among the
very best anywhere as is true for her reading of hecht
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s devotions of a painter which has the further
advantage of illuminating that work in light of
elizabeth bishop s profound meditation on painting in
her poem reading teaching particulars makes me wish
that all of my students could have had helaine smith
as their teacher jonathan f s post distinguished
professor of english and former chair of the
department ucla there s simply nothing else like
teaching particulars a book packed with so much
wisdom and practical advice about teaching literature
that every instructor of grades 6 to 12 and of college
classes too will want to get a copy right now even if
you re not a teacher i highly recommend it the love of
books pulses through every page helaine smith writes
and her passion is infectious she opens our eyes to the
pleasures of reading in a way that few critics can and
she does it all in a book whose style is both elegant
and friendly david mikics john and rebecca moores
professor of english university of houston and author
of slow reading in a hurried age teaching particulars
is a bounteous resource for all teachers as well as a
pleasure just to curl up with and read away susan j
wolfson professor of english princeton university
helaine smith is a genius of a teacher witty
imaginative precise intuitive and gracefully learned
now anyone who opens her teaching particulars can
have the rare privilege of learning from her how to
read in the truest sense it s never too late to be
startled into delight by the power of language and
that is the experience offered on every page of this
book it s a book not only for the schoolroom but for
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the school of life rosanna warren hanna holborn gray
distinguished service professor the committee on
social thought the university of chicago
Gods, Spirits, and Worship in the Greco-Roman World
and Early Christianity 2021-04-20 looking for a
romance novel that s more than just a love story try
florence barclay s the white ladies of worcester a
fascinating historical romance set in a twelfth century
nunnery in worcester with intrigue mystery and of
course budding affection it s a read you ll relish
Shakespearian Tempest - V 2 2004-06-17 as the first
monk in the desert antony became an early christian
superstar eclipsing his many ascetic predecessors the
introduction of asceticism into the wilderness also
represented an encounter between christian and
hellenistic ideas for centuries greeks had considered
the uncultivated geography intrinsically primordial a
chaotic place where man struggled to remain human
the wilderness represented an eternal ordeal where
man always faced fierce beasts disorder and death but
also where simultaneously he could attain boundless
wealth wisdom and even physical immortality through
athanasius of alexandria s fourth century biography of
antony we learn how the christian appropriation of
greek ideas on geography bodies and immortality
raised asceticism to an entirely new level placed in his
uncultivated landscape antony became a true martyr
an athlete of god and a holy man able to retrieve the
bodily incorruptibility lost in the fall which all
christians could look forward to at the end of times in
this way athanasius employed a traditional greek
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worldview to demonstrate the superiority of
christianity over paganism which never promised
ordinary people anything but an eternal existence as
dead and disembodied souls
Magician of Sound 2015-05-13 presents a collection
of critical essays on the works of william shakespeare
Desert Christians 2012-10-01 an award winning
scholar and teacher explores how shakespeare s
greatest characters were built on a learned sense of
empathy while exploring shakespeare s plays with her
students paula marantz cohen discovered that
teaching and discussing his plays unlocked a
surprising sense of compassion in the classroom in
this short and illuminating book she shows how
shakespeare s genius lay with his ability to arouse
empathy even when his characters exist in alien
contexts and behave in reprehensible ways cohen
takes her readers through a selection of shakespeare
s most famous plays including hamlet othello king lear
and the merchant of venice to demonstrate the ways
in which shakespeare thought deeply and clearly
about how we treat the other cohen argues that only
through close reading of shakespeare can we fully
appreciate his empathetic response to race class
gender and age wise eloquent and thoughtful this
book is a forceful argument for literature s power to
champion what is best in us
Teaching Particulars 2008 the world of macbeth
with its absolutes of good and evil seems very remote
from the shifting perspectives of antony and cleopatra
or the psychological and political realities of
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coriolanus yet all three plays share similar thematic
concerns and preoccupations the relations of power to
legitimating authority for instance or of male and
female roles in the imagination of male heoric
endeavour in this acclaimed study nicholas grene
shows how all nine plays written in shakespeare s
main tragic period display this combination of
strikingly different milieu balanced by thematic
interrelationships taking the english history play as
his starting point he argues that shakespeare
established two different modes of imagining the one
mythic and visionary the other sceptical and analytic
in the tragic plays that followed themes and situations
are dramatised alternately in sacred and secular
worlds a chapter is devoted to each tragedy but with a
continuing awareness of companion plays the analysis
of julius caesar informing that of hamlet discussion of
troilus and cressida counterpointed by the critique of
othello and the treatment of king lear growing out
from the limitations of timon of athens the aim is to
resist homogenising the plays but to recognise and
explore the unique imaginative enterprise from which
they arose
The White Ladies of Worcester 2009 this volume
examines mystical experiences as portrayed in various
ways by authors such as philosophers mystics
psychoanalysts writers and peasant women these
mystical authors have throughout the ages attempted
to convey the unsayable through writings paintings or
oral stories the immediate experience of god is the
primary source and ultimate goal of these mystical
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expressions this experience is essentially ineffable yet
all mystical authors either consciously or
unconsciously feel an urge to convey what they have
undergone in the moments of rapture at the same
time they are in the role of intermediaries the goal of
their self expression either written painted or oral is
to make others somehow understand or feel what they
have experienced and to lead others toward the
spiritual goal of human life this volume studies the
mystical experiences and the way they have been
described or portrayed in west european culture from
antiquity to the present from an interdisciplinary
perspective and approaches the concept of immediate
experience in various ways
Primordial Landscapes, Incorruptible Bodies
2021-02-09 in our universe ponce de leæn is
remembered for his fruitless search for the mythical
fountain of youth but in an alternate universe his
quest found something very different¾and very
dangerous after his return to spain bizarre rumors
flew about what he had found there and what had
come back with him eighty five years later spain sent
a fleet of ships against england the english were
confident that they could repel the threat¾but
england s fleet was annihilated by weapons shooting
beams of fiery light weapons which seemed to employ
the blackest of sorcery even if they were wielded by
odd looking beings in monk s garb the queen herself
was forced to flee to the new world on captain thomas
winslow s ship heron accompanied by her advisor dr
dee whom some called a sorcerer and an odd fellow
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named shakespeare hoping there to find the source of
spain s powerful weapons but they would find far
stranger matters there than they had expected such
as a grown woman who had been only an infant a year
before and eerie tales of a gate to another world with
beings who were not human at the publisher s request
this title is sold without drm digital rights
management
William Shakespeare 2016-07-27 st antony s college
oxford was founded by antonin besse and opened its
doors in october 1950 under the inspired leadership of
william deakin the college became a centre for
postgraduate teaching and research in the social
sciences the most deliberately international of all
oxford colleges it was also the first to admit
substantial numbers of women this book recounts the
college s history and describes the changing lifestyle
of its students over the last fifty years
Of Human Kindness 2017-01-19 the wisdom of the
desert fathers and mothers lies in their experiences of
solitude prayer community life work and care for their
neighbors their goal was transformation of their lives
through openness to the presence and energy of god
in christ they taught by example and by sharing
narratives and sayings that reflect the deep human
psychological and spiritual aspects of their journey
toward authentic human life the venue for their
transformation was the whole person body mind and
spirit they emphasized self knowledge humility purity
of heart and love of god and neighbor far from being
naïve their sayings and narratives reflect honest
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struggles temptations and failures they also
demonstrate the disciplines of prayer and meditation
that kept them centered in god as their only source of
strength the daily reflections in desert banquet
introduce readers to a variety of these early christian
mentors and offer reflections on the significance of
their wisdom for life in the twenty first century david
g r keller an episcopal priest is adjunct professor of
ascetical theology at the general theological seminary
in new york city he is co steward with his wife emily
wilmer of oasis of wisdom an institute for
contemplative study practice and living based in
asheville north carolina oasisofwisdom net he is the
author of oasis of wisdom the worlds of the desert
fathers and mothers liturgical press and come and see
the transformation of personal prayer morehouse
publishing
Shakespeare's Tragic Imagination 2008-11-01 first
published in 1996 routledge is an imprint of taylor
francis an informa company
The Immediacy of Mystical Experience in the
European Tradition 2000-02-11 this comprehensive
reference source is a state of the art guide to the
scientific clinical rehabilitative and policy aspects of
vision impairment and blindness more than 100
original contributions from physicians therapists
rehabilitation specialists and policy makers cover
everything from the basic science of vision and its
diseases to assistive technologies treatment and care
Saint Antony's Fire 2017-12-04 an ancient knot
entangling her in magic a driven leader intent on
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controlling a curse a disgruntled slave unwilling to
bow to a goddess needing to suck up to her parents
spoiled boarding school student cleo carruthers
decides to make an effort and attend classes except
the teachers can t see her the knot of uset has woven
a web around her and she s become truly invisible a
slave to queen cleopatra in a previous life warrior
antony refuses to serve anyone but when a modern
day goddess demands his help he can t say no saving
the world must take precedence over his wishes until
his desires get tied in a knot by cleo trapped in a
strange world together the two teens must secure the
magic of the knot and become unbound from the relic
s powers but they are being hunted by those who
want them to disappear permanently will sacrificing
themselves be enough to save both their worlds the
climax was absolutely superb this is a series you are
going to love cashmere originally published as cleo s
curse other books in the series warrior s destiny
warrior s chaos warrior s prophecy
The History of St Antony’s College, Oxford,
1950–2000 2011 lively original and highly readable
an introduction to literature criticism and theory is
the essential guide to literary studies starting at the
beginning and concluding with the end chapters
range from the familiar such as character narrative
and the author to the more unusual such as secrets
pleasure and ghosts now in its fifth edition bennett
and royle s classic textbook successfully illuminates
complex ideas by engaging directly with literary
works so that a reading of jane eyre opens up ways of
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thinking about racial difference for example while
chaucer raymond chandler and monty python are all
invoked in a discussion of literature and laughter the
fifth edition has been revised throughout and includes
four new chapters feelings wounds body and love to
incorporate exciting recent developments in literary
studies in addition to further reading sections at the
end of each chapter the book contains a
comprehensive bibliography and a glossary of key
literary terms a breath of fresh air in a field that can
often seem dry and dauntingly theoretical this book
will open the reader s eyes to the exhilarating
possibilities of reading and studying literature
Shakespeare and the Ambiguity of Love's
Triumph 2005-08-15 mary ann stouck s short reader
stands apart in offering an abbreviated but judicious
selection of saints lives perfectly suited as a brief
introduction it fills a particular need with an elegant
sufficiency cynthia j hahn hunter college and the
graduate center cuny
Desert Banquet 2000-04-13
Women in Theatre 2£3 1858
The Lighthouse Handbook on Vision Impairment and
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